
                                                                              
 

 

Florida Southern College  
Cornhole Tournament Rules 

  
Players 
1) All players are required to bring a valid FSC ID to all scheduled matches. 
2) The maximum number of players on any roster is two (2), and there are no substitutions made during games. 
3) Cornhole is a zero-contact sport per the FSC Intramural Sports manual. There will be no restrictions on jewelry. 
 
Tournament Play 
1) Tournament format will be determined by the number of teams that register. Example: single vs. double 

elimination; one match or 2-out of-3, etc. 
 

Starting the Game 
1) Two contestants are partners against another team of two contestants. One member from each team will take 

their place behind one of the cornhole boards. 
2) Rock, Paper, Scissors will determine who elects to throw first. 
3) The two participants on that side will alternate throwing their four bags. Following that, the remaining 

contestants on the other board then throw, alternating in the same manner, until all of their bags are 
delivered. 

4) A contestant may pitch the bag from either side of their pitching box, but must remain on that side 
throughout that turn of pitching. 

5) The team who scores the most points in the previous series of throws will throw first on the next series.  
 
Timing 
1) The match shall be played until the first team of contestants reaches or exceeds 21 points at the completion of 

a series of throws. 
2) The winning team does not need to win by two or more points, and there is no bust rule for the match. 
3) If the Team A player pushes their team above 21 points during their series, the Team B player that is part of 

their series is still allowed to throw their bags in an attempt to cancel out the Team A points or knock any 
Team A bags off the board.  

4) Games will be scheduled for every 20 minutes. However, if both teams playing next are present and ready to 
go, the game may start early. Unless there is a large gap in their scheduled matches, teams are encouraged to 
stay and watch in the event we can start their match early.  
 

Scoring 
1) Cornbag In the Hole – Three Points 
2) Cornbag on the Board – One Point 
3) If a bag strikes the ground prior to landing on the board, it will not be counted as a score.  
4) If a bag is on the board, but is knocked into the hole, its value will change to three points. 
5) If a bag is on the board, but is knocked off the board onto the ground by either a Team A or Team B bag, that 

bag no longer has any value and will not count towards the series score.  
6) Cancellation scoring will be utilized. For example, if both Team A and Team B score a cornhole bag in the hole, 

neither team will receive those points since the other team matched. 
7) When calculating the score for that series, the teams will total up how many points they scored. Whoever 

scored the least points will then subtract their total points from who scored the highest, and that is how many 
points that team earned. Example: Team A scores 4 points. Team B scores 3. The end of that series results with 
Team A earning 1 point.  

 


